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WEATHER PERMITTING WE ARE HOSTING 19SQN ATC THIS WEEKEND…BOTH
DAYS. EARLY START AND HELPERS PLEASE
MEMBERS NEWS
With our gliding at Whenuapai promised to be limited while Jumpstart was on, we decided to go somewhere
else for the weekend….Springhill, just South of Wellsford to be precise, thanks to the generosity of the
Airfield owner and of the local Aviation Club and model flyers. These are our stories:
SATURDAY Ray Burns, El Capitaine and instructor writes
Early start it said in the email. Key drawn at
0657. When did the early starters turn up?
0748. Middle of the day in my view. Much
merciless stirring ensued. MW out and
DI'd, everything packed up and off we went.
Thanks, to Gary Patten, Steve Foreman, Ian
OKeefe, Genny Healey, Rex Carswell, Peter
Thorpe, Ivor Woodfield, Graham Lake and
Neville Swan for the help getting us away.
Genny and I had a pretty uneventful tow up
including a descent under tow to get in under
the clouds. The rest of the team were in
place when we arrived and then the a/c were
rigged (including IV and MR) A quick
briefing on the field and we were into it. It
was an interesting day. You really need to
pick your launch times to
catch the clouds that scudded across the field.
While Derry Belcher managed line honours in MR
at 2:03 others had a sled ride. It seemed quite
difficult to pick.
The lift died off at about 1530 and some good
circuit practice was managed thereafter. Steve
succeeded in a coast to coast to GVF.
Congratulations to Tony who easily managed the
30 minute solo flight including a climb to a bit
over 4000 feet. Training flights were mostly
focused on circuits at an unknown airfield (with
the odd low level release thrown in to make it
interesting eh Genny).

For the low hour pilots the chance to fly at a
different airfield is well worth grasping with both
hands. All of you will be sick to death of listening to
instructors talking about flying the angle in the
circuit. However it is not until you are at a different
airfield where you have no landmarks that the
importance of this instruction comes to the fore.
Suddenly there are no landmarks, there is no Herald
Island to mark the beginning of downwind, there is no
little estuary to determine when to turn base. The
strip is considerably shorter and narrower, and hills
block both the base and finals turns. The common
mistake is to start far too close, significantly
cramping the circuit. A look at the field typically
showed VERY high angles - 50 to 60 degrees. We
are looking for something more like 30 degrees.
Flying a circuit at such high angles can result in a
turn on to
finals so high that you cannot get into a small field,
and insufficient height to go round. Note that
flying by such landmarks not only causes problems
at unfamiliar airfields but can be just as dangerous
at home. A downwind leg in which 8 knots of
sustained sink is encountered will mean that you will
need to revise your circuit - with reference to the
angle. Full marks to Richard Pitt on Saturday for a
perfectly judged circuit at a new airfield.
SUNDAY Towie Ryan Brookes gets first hack
Sunday dawned bright and sunny at home (500ft AMSL) but the closer I got to WP for my pickup
with Pete the foggier it got. Lucky we left the tug at Springhill otherwise we may have been a little late RDW doesn't cope so well with instrument departures!
Arrival at Springhill saw first
class service - hot cross buns,
albeit a little on the cold side!
Following pre-flighting of RDW I
got to enjoy the Sunday morning
paper while the glider guiders
got themselves sorted. Plenty of
time to contemplate those BIG
trees at the end of runway 34!
But hey, I couldn't be outdone
by Rex the day before!
After a couple of singles and
some weight reduction work
(removal of every last spare
item including my own car keys)
we tackled getting GMW
airborne. The seal certainly
helped with the ground roll and all was good. We were, I must say however, very fortunate with the wind

direction and strength. Springhill is a tricky field when a SW wind is blowing and so the NE wind was all we
could have asked for. Certainly, a take off to the south towards high ground would have been a lot less
comfortable on the climb and not a place we should
go.
The impressive catering continued towards lunch with
mum arriving from the farmhouse next door with
homemade pies and sandwiches. Sorry guys, no
sharing there...
So 15 flights later and an impressive hit rate - I
think practically everyone managed to be released
into a thermal, or at least some kind of turbulent
bubbling - I had some happy customers and I had a
happy tummy!

Instructor Steve Wallace goes on:

Springhill
0900hrs Sunday 14th. Wow, what a pleasant little spot. I arrived at the clubrooms before the lingering smell
of bacon and eggs had time to dissipate and with the help of Gary and Tony we got busy untying and washing
the dew off the gliders as other members started to filter in. Genny arrived and DI'd MW, Dave F arrived
and DI'd MP, Ryan and Pete arrived and made RDW ready and not sure who sorted VF. Roy arrived and served
up Easter buns (bit old but with plenty of butter made for a great morning tea) and Genny added Carrot cake
to the mix. Derry was there with MR, Ivor with IV, Ray arrived better late than never with BU and Rex even
turned up in JHR the 7/10 Isaacs Fury.
After some debate (as the easterly cross
wind was playing games) it was decided it
was better to head for the tall trees
rather than the big hill so the lightest
glider VF and bravest pilot Kris were
lined up on 34 seal
and sent skywards just before midday.
With one succesful launch out the way it
was all on and gliders were lining up as
fast as Ryan could launch them. The sky
while not great with an ever thickening
high overcast was
still unstable enough to produce Cu's and
a convergence line sufficient to hold
most gliders up allowing plenty of good flights.
As the English would say we were flying the
4/8ths under the 8/8ths. Gary who was next up
in MP disappeared for 125mins, Ivor for
142mins, Tony after a check flight in MW did
very well for 63mins before being called down,
Ray 91mins, Derry 57mins, Dave F 47mins and
Kris, Pete Thorpe, Ian O'Keefe and pax, Genny
and a trial flighter all enjoyed flights of around
20mins as the day lost heat and started to get
quiet.
Genny was hoping for one more circuit before we
headed home but unfortunately the clunk clunk
instead of the ding ding of the rings indicated

we had a broken set of rings so we had to sit around for a bit while news rings were spliced onto the good tow
rope. This meant no time for one last circuit so we hooked on and headed straight back to WP releasing about
12km out abeam North Shore airfield on the northern side of Riverhead forest, conducting a nice straight in
final glide to 08 grass.
By the time we had fetched the tractor and started towing back to the hangar cars with glider trailers
started turning up on mass so we had plenty of people to help put everything away just as it got dark.
Great way to finish a great fun weekend at Springhill, well done to the committee for sorting this location
while WP was unavailable.

The last word to organizer, Gary Patten: A big thanks to all who help make it happen, it's defiantly a team
event. I had a most enjoyable weekend, and all the modellers' I spoke with enjoyed our spectacle and
company. It was great to see so many of you smiling having enjoyed the incredible scenery, and great
conditions the weather gods laid on for us. I personally enjoyed making my tow pilot nervous with how far
away I wanted to be towed (it's nearly always the other way around), to get a rather picturesque silky smooth
flight late in the day on Saturday. With the generosity of the Springhill modellers with the use of their
clubrooms I got to cook a great meal, and with Tony's dvd collection we got to watch a great gliding movie
before a very early night to the tent. Sunday's weather dawned interesting and with much discussion we
finally took flight into what was another great day. So a big thanks again to those eager MP pilots letting me
have two hours of bliss in the air. I feel we have done our club proud, so thanks again to you all
19 SQN ATC THIS WEEKEND
We are hosting 19 Sqn ATC this weekend both Saturday and Sunday. We expect around 30 cadets over the
two days provided the weather holds. If not we will be hosting them next weekend.
We need:
An early start both days…airfield at 0800 ready to fly at 0900.
Helpers to run the show and to keep it moving along
Two instructors who alternate flights (organized)
Relief towies each day (organized).
Someone each day to be the MC, crack the whip, keep things organized and moving along, no dawdling between
flights etc…a Bob Cridland clone in fact.
Decent weather (don’t like our chances).
TAILPIECE
What a great weekend, somewhere different, picturesque and interesting. Well done to all club members who
came along. Many thanks to the Airfield owner,
Aviation club and the model aircraft folk for
generously letting us take over for the
weekend. Thanks to all.
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Duty Pilot
D Grey

Instructor
I Woodfield/R Burns

Tow Pilot
P Thorpe

N Graves

R Carswell

A Sunde

R Thonson

R Burns

R Carswell

G Healey

R Carswell

A Sunde

G Hodge

A McKay

C Rook

E McPherson

D Todd

G Lake

M Belcher

L Page

A Sunde

T O'Rourke

S Wallace

R Carswell

I O'Keefe

I Woodfield

P Thorpe

S Foreman

A McKay

R Brookes

J Pote

R Carswell

M Oliver

K Pillai

R Burns

C Rook

T Prentice

L Page

G Lake

J Rosenfeldt

S Wallace

R Carswell

G Rosenfeldt

I Woodfield

A Sunde

S Saunders

P Thorpe

C Rook

R Struyck

D Todd

R Carswell

R Whitby

R Carswell

P Thorpe

K Bhashyam

I Woodfield

G Lake

S Foreman

R Burns

P Thorpe

D Foxcroft

I Woodfield

G Lake

J Pote

L Page

R Carswell

Youth
Glide
Springhill

G Patten

S Wallace

R Brookes

Springhill

C Hall

P Thorpe

C Rook

G Healey

D Todd

R Brookes

19 Sqn ATC
All day
19 Sqn ATC
All day

G Hodge

L Page

R Brookes

E McPherson

P Coveney

P Thorpe

C Hall

I Woodfield

M Oliver

Hangar
Doors
30 Sqn ATC
am only

Youth
Glide

North
Shore

5 Sqn
ATC am
Not allowed
To fly
30 Sqn ATC
All day

